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Built on Innovation®

01 Adaptable: Runs on batteries or optional
solar panel
02 Reliable: Easy Retrieve™ memory
storage
03 Versatile: Indoor/outdoor models
with 6 or 12 stations

FPO

XC HYBRID WITH SOLAR PANEL OPTION
Battery-Powered Controller Delivers the Power Without the Plug
The XC Hybrid Controller delivers extensive power without the plug. Built with all the same
efficient water management features as the XC Controller, the XC Hybrid operates DC
latching solenoids with battery power or a plug in 24VAC transformer. Ready for indoor
or outdoor installation, the XC Hybrid is available in 6 and 12 station plastic models,
as well as 6 and 12 station stainless steel models. That means it’s the right solution for a
wide range of residential and commercial applications. Small residential areas, parks,
gardens, roadway medians and roundabouts are ready for the XC Hybrid. With Easy
Retrieve memory backup and on-board, non-volatile memory, you’ve got the assurance
to recall all of the controller’s watering programs.
The XC Hybrid’s optional Solar Panel Kit (SPXCH) eliminates the need for batteries and
provides maintenance-free operation by harnessing the sun’s energy. Once connected, this
simple, highly efficient upgrade supplies 100% of the controller’s power.

Learn more. Visit hunterindustries.com for more information.

XC HYBRID FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS

Features & Benefits

		 Models
PLASTIC INDOOR/OUTDOOR

		Easy Dial Programming
		The same, simple programming as other
		Hunter controllers.

(XCH-600, XCH-1200)

Height: 8⅝"
Length: 7"
Depth: 3¾"

		Global Seasonal Adjustment (0% to 150%)
		Simple on-screen adjustment modulates watering to 		
		accommodate changing weather conditions.
		Three Independent Programs with Four Start Times Each
		Enables a wide range of watering requirements.

STAINLESS STEEL OUTDOOR

		Independent Day Scheduling
		Choose days of the week, true odd/even
		or interval watering.

Height: 9¾"
Length: 7⅜"
Depth: 4¼"

		Battery Operated
		Plastic version uses 6 AA batteries. Stainless uses 6 C
		batteries. Both models can use an optional 24VAC plug-in
		transformer while still utilizing DC latching solenoids.

(XCH-600-SS , XCH-1200-SS)

OPTIONAL SOLAR PANEL
(SPXCH)

Height: 3¼"
Length: 3"
Depth: ⅝"

		Rugged Cabinet Design
		Ideal for both indoor and outdoor use, with models in
		6 and 12 station configurations.
		Non-Volatile Memory
		Excellent insurance against unreliable power; retains
		current time, day and program data.

POLE FOR STAINLESS STEEL MODEL
(XCHSPOLE)

		Easy-Retrieve™ Memory
		The ability to retrieve your preferred program, stored
		in backup memory.

Height: 4'

		 Stainless Steel Outdoor XC Hybrid w/ Solar Panel & Pole

Website hunterindustries.com | Customer Support 1-800-383-4747 | Technical Service 1-800-733-2823

Helping our customers succeed is what drives us. While our passion for innovation and engineering
is built into everything we do, it is our commitment to exceptional support that we hope will keep
you in the Hunter family of customers for years to come.
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